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Parent support of 
learning:  
Subject Specific Tips

Langley Park
School for Girls
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Dear Parents and Carers,

In order to further support you in supporting your 
daughter’s remote learning, we have put together 
some subject specific tips.  

They will supplement the information already 
received and provide additional guidance. 

We hope you find it helpful.

Ms Sunman
Assistant Head Teacher (Teaching and Learning)
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Drama
We would encourage your child to join the LPGS National Theatre Microsoft Team Page 
where they can access a link to weekly streamed performances and add their thoughts, 
comments and reactions.

Team code: bcmtjxu.

It’s a great way for the household to have a virtual theatre visit too!

Drama Year 7 Tips
Encourage your child to discuss the plot of the Tempest with you.
Offer them the chance to perform their monologue in front of you. 
Monologues are easier to learn in sections. 

Students should be clear on the meaning of the text and understand their objective (i.e. What 
do they want the audience to feel and understand) Example: I want Prospero to be proud of 
how successfully I created havoc on the ship. I want the audience to understand that Ariel is 
trying to impress Prospero because ultimately he wants to be set free. 

Drama Year 8 Tips
Encourage your child to have a discussion on Evacuees from WW2.
Offer them the chance to perform their factory line movement sequence with you.

BBC Bite-size offers excellent resources on evacuees which will help students with their 
research. 

Students should do a plan before writing their letters, poems and stories and challenge 
themselves to use emotive language. 
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Drama

Drama Year 9 Tips
Offer them the chance to perform their monologue in front of you. 
Encourage them to discuss the meaning of the monologue and how they can use movement 
to get across their interpretation.  

Drama Year 10 Tips 
Encourage your child to thoroughly research the play Blood Brothers. 
The GCSE pod has an excellent power point on the characters, themes and symbolism of the 
play. 

If you have seen the play it would be useful to have a discussion about it.  
Students need to be very specific and detailed and use the system of PPE –Point, Evidence, 
Explain. 

They must ensure they are using the wording in the question throughout their answers. 
Their answers must show an understanding of the context of the whole play. 

Drama Year 12 Tips 
Encourage your child to thoroughly research the social, cultural and historical conditions of 
both set texts. 

They should make use of the materials on Firefly and research past papers on the AQA 
website. 

Students need to be very specific and detailed and use the system of PPE –Point, Evidence, 
Explain. 

They must ensure they are using the wording in the question throughout their answers. Their 
answers must show an understanding of the context of the whole play.  

With all the drama series and films that are being watched at the moment, it would 
be brilliant to have a discussion on how the tension was created, why an actor was 
particularly watchable etc. Informing an opinion whether positive or negative is great for 
oral communication. 
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History

History Tip 1
Encourage your young person to answer all questions in full detailed sentences. Try to use 
paragraphs where possible. Use PEEL format to help cover all bases.

Point  - make a point
Evidence - provide evidence to support your point (key people, dates etc)
Explain - explain your point in light of the question 
Link  - link your point back to the question (therefore this point goes to proves/  
    support the motion that….)

History Tip 2
Timelines are your friend. If you are unsure about what detail to put for your evidence or if 
you don’t know key dates or people - create a timeline. It can be a fun way to put your 
knowledge and understanding into a wider context.        

History Tip 3
Work with a partner or ‘study buddy’. 
You’ve heard the sayings ‘Sharing is caring’ and ‘Two heads are better than one’. 
When completing task, encourage your young person to work in pairs or small groups. This 
will enable them to share ideas and develop critical thinking skills as they debate a range of 
ethical and philosophical questions. 

History Tip 4
BUG your questions. This will help your young person to unpack the question before they 
tackle it. Students who do this have a better understanding of the questions requirements 
and their responses are improved overall.  
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ICT

ICT Tip 1
Please refer to the ICT Firefly pages for the year group and read through any instructions on 
there. Any work we set will be on there unless it is another online resource.

ICT Tip 2
Encourage the students to be resilient and try to look things up or how to do things on 
Google or YouTube. There is a wealth of help online and just being able to research things 
online is a useful skill for students.

ICT Tip 3
All the applications we use have either built in or online help features which are often useful 
at finding solutions. See if you you can help them use this to resolve issues.
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Maths
Years 7 & 8 
Work is being set by Miss Lonergan for the whole of these year groups. However, you should 
still communicate with your usual class teacher via Microsoft Teams if you need to. Each of 
the lessons is designed to take 50 minutes. Do as much as you can in this time before moving 
onto your next subject lesson. We are not expecting everyone to finish everything. 

Years 9 & 10
Your class teacher will be monitoring your work closely and there will be lots of tasks on 

Maths Watch to help us check your understanding. Remember the GCSE 9 to 1 folder in the 
maths area of subject resources on firefly where there are lots of helpful resources. 

Maths Tip 1
Read the instructions from the teacher carefully

Maths Tip 2
If there is a power point you should watch this slowly making sure you understand each slide 
before moving on. If there is audio on the power point slide, then you should listen to it. You 
may need to listen to it two or three times before you understand. If there are key points 
and/or examples on the slide, then write these into your exercise book for future reference. 

Maths Tip 3
If there are questions to complete, then you should do these in your exercise book showing 
all your working. You must then mark your answers. Answers will always be provided, or you 
will be directed to where the answers are saved. 

Maths Tip 4
If a Maths Watch task has been set, there will be a video clip linked to it. Watch this clip to 
consolidate your learning or to help you if you are struggling.

Maths Tip 5
If you need to ask your teacher a question, please try to use Microsoft Teams to communicate 
with your usual teacher. This helps teachers to keep issues relating to each class separate and 
allows other members of the group to see the teacher’s response. 
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Music

Music Tip 1
If stuck on any of the elements revision/ music theory tasks that are set, use musictheory.net 
tutorials.  This will also help keep on top of note reading!

Music Tip 2
When asked to describe a piece of music using the elements, use this reminder page (every 
student completed this in September) to ensure enough detail is included:

Music Tip 3
Go on dso.com/dso-kids if stuck with identifying instruments of the orchestra
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Music
Extra Activity Ideas!

 
Extra Activity 1 
Try to listen to one piece of music a day on Youtube that is outside of normal repertoire
Start with a piece from each historical musical era:
Medieval
Renaissance
Baroque
Classical
Romantic
20th Century & beyond

Extra Activity 2
Follow ‘Body beats’ live streamed course on Youtube for some practical music-making that 
doesn’t require any instruments

Extra Activity 3
The Chrome Music Lab app is great for composing using music technology, again, no 
instruments are required
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Religious 
Studies 

RS Tip 1
Encourage your young person to answer all questions in full detailed sentences. When 
answering an evaluative question that end with discuss, assess, or give details from both 
sides of the argument; Use PEEEL format to help cover all bases.

Point  - make a point
Explain - explain your point in light of the question 
Evidence - provide evidence to support your point (this can be a religious scripture,   
    teaching, or other fact)
Evaluate - assess the strength/validity of the argument (this is a strong/weak argument  
    because….)
Link  - link your point back to the question (therefore this point goes to proves/  
      support the motion that….)

RS Tip 2
Devise acronyms and add images/pictures to help learn and remember key words.  
There are lots of them in RS!
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Religious 
Studies 

RS Tip 3
Work with a partner or ‘study buddy’. 
You’ve heard the sayings ‘Sharing is caring’ and ‘Two heads are better than one’. 
When completing task, encourage your young person to work in pairs or small groups. This 
will enable them to share ideas and develop critical thinking skills as they debate a range of 
ethical and philosophical questions. 

RS Tip 4
BUG your questions. This will help your young person to unpack the question before they 
tackle it. Students who do this have a better understanding of the questions requirements 
and their responses are improved overall.  
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Science

Science Years 7/8/9
Your daughter will be set biology, chemistry and physics tasks by the same teacher.

Science Year 10
Your daughter will be set work by each of her science teachers.

Students have access to Educake (all years), GCSE POD (Y10), and Kerboodle (Y9 and Y10) 
which includes access to online textbooks. Students can use these to consolidate on work set.

Extra Activity Ideas!
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Visual Arts

Visual Arts Years 7/8/9
For all key stage 3 students we are setting 2 weeklong mini projects

Each project normally has 2 or 3 tasks – 1 task is research work and can be written and/or 
word processed – the other task/s are practical based on the research in task 1

All projects are set and shared with all KS3 students Y7/8/9 via FIREFLY

All students are expected to share their work by uploading it to the set task on FIREFLY 
– students can share photographs of their work and other digital documents such as word-
processed research work

We are trying to create projects which require the use of basic Art materials – students should 
use what they have at home to try to make the work

Please help by making sure that students read the set work carefully – that they engage 
with the set work – that they upload their outcomes to the set task on FIREFLY (they must 
not email the work to their teacher – but they must use FIREFLY and tick the box when all is 
complete)
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Visual Arts

Visual Arts Years 10/12 
All students are being set work by their current Visual Arts teacher – they must follow 
instructions carefully

Please encourage all students to engage with their school email account as much 
correspondence is being made in this way – for example staff are setting and running online 
lessons which are based on students’ current timetables and all students are expected to 
attend these scheduled lessons

Staff are setting work and requesting that the students’ outcomes are shared via Office 365 
Teams – all students need to be proactive in doing this

Staff have considered the difficulties in our practical subjects especially in terms of printing 
– we have been sharing videos on how our students can continue making their work without 
the need to print – we use Adobe Spark in order to make digital sketchbooks – it is very easy 
and straightforward to set up an account and use these digital products

Students should be engaging with and using all of the wonderful resources we share via our 
FIREFLY page in the resources section under VISUAL ARTS – we have also start copying much 
of this work to Office 365 Teams so that all our students are able to access resources there as 
well
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Languages
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Languages

Information about online translators
When completing your MFL home learning do not use an online translator for whole sentences 
or paragraphs.

This will seriously disadvantage you as you will not be learning the language for yourself. Also 
online translation is often grammatically incorrect as sentences get translated word by word.

It is okay to look up individual words in an online dictionary and we recommend: 

https://dict.leo.org/german-english/ (For German)
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-french (For French)
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-spanish (For Spanish)

Interesting article about google translate:
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/shortcuts/2013/oct/08/google-translate-no-match-
learning-language

https://dict.leo.org/german-english/ 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-french
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-spanish
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/shortcuts/2013/oct/08/google-translate-no-match-learning-language
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/shortcuts/2013/oct/08/google-translate-no-match-learning-language
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Geography

Geography Tip 1
Every week all compulsory work for all years is set on Firefly as a task by Mr Lutz 

Geography Tip 2
The only work required to submit is a reflection comment on their class forum on firefly and 
Online assessments on firefly (when required).

Geography Tip 3
If resources or links are not working, then get your daughter to email Mr Lutz directly with 
the specific file and their year group so it can be emailed directly to them. 
jl@lpgs.bromley.sch.uk

Geography Tip 4
Every class has been assigned a Geography specialist teacher to contact by email if they 
don’t understand the content of the learning set. This is either Mr Lutz, Miss Sutherland or Mr 
Maisey. In the weekly task Mr Lutz has included a reminder of who this is. 

Geography Tip 5
Additional materials and activities are on the Geography home learning page on firefly. 
Students can also follow LPGS Geography on twitter and read through suggested Geography 
news articles (not corona virus based) by Mr Lutz. 

mailto:jl@lpgs.bromley.sch.uk 

